Abstract-Reducible codes for the rank metric were introduced for cryptographic purposes [1] . They have fast encoding and decoding algorithms, include maximum rank distance (MRD) codes when Gabidulin codes [2] may not be applied and can correct many rank errors beyond half of their minimum rank distance, which make them suitable for network coding [3] . In this paper, we give lower and upper bounds on their generalized rank weights (GRWs), which measure information leakage on the network [4] . We give conditions for them to be rank equivalent to cartesian products and conditions to be rank degenerate. We study their duality properties and MRD ranks. Finally, we obtain codes with optimal GRWs for all possible fixed packet and code sizes, and prove that they are the unique optimal codes up to rank equivalence. Moreover, we see that all of them have explicit polynomial-time decoding algorithms using any of their bases.
I. INTRODUCTION
Codes that correct errors with respect to the rank metric have numerous applications, such as network coding [3] , [4] or cryptography [1] . Among these codes, reducible codes were introduced in [1] as an alternative to Gabidulin codes [2] to improve the security of the GPT public key cryptosystem.
On the other hand, it was shown in [1] that reducible codes have fast encoding and rank error-correcting algorithms, their minimum rank distance is not worse than the minimum rank distance of cartesian products of codes, they can correct many rank errors beyond half of their minimum rank distance, and some of them are maximum rank distance (MRD) even in the case n > m, where Gabidulin codes [2] may not be applied.
In this paper, we study their generalized rank weights (GRWs), which measure information leakage on the network [4] . The idea is to express properties of reducible codes in terms of the smaller codes they are formed of. GRWs of families of rank-metric codes have been obtained only for the family of MRD codes for n ≤ m, which are given by the classical Singleton bound [4, Corollary 2] , and cyclic codes with minimal weights [5] . Hence we give for the first time non-trivial bounds and exact values of GRWs for a particular family of rank-metric codes.
After some preliminaries in Section II, the results are organized as follows: In Section III, we discuss different reductions of reducible codes. In Section IV, we give lower and upper bounds on the GRWs of reducible codes, estimating those of the MRD codes in [1] . In Section V, we give characterizations for them to be rank equivalent to cartesian products of codes. In Section VI, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for reducible codes to be rank degenerate and study their duality properties and MRD ranks. Finally, in Section VII, we obtain optimal codes for all fixed packet and code sizes, proving that they are unique up to rank equivalence and have efficient decoding algorithms using any of their bases.
For brevity, some proofs will be omitted. They can be found in the extended version [6] .
II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
Fix a prime power q and positive integers m and n, and let F q s denote the finite field with q s elements for a positive integer s. A code C ⊆ F n q m will be called linear if it is F q mlinear. The rank weight [2] of a vector c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ) ∈ F n q m , denoted as wt R (c), is defined as the dimension of the vector space over F q generated by c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c n ∈ F q m .
On the other hand, generalized rank weights were introduced in [4] to measure information leakage on networks.
, which is the smallest Galois closed linear code containing C [7] . We use the characterization [8, Corollary 17] as definition of generalized rank weights:
of dimension k, we define its r-th generalized rank weight (GRW), for 1 ≤ r ≤ k, as
We will also make use of the concept of rank equivalence as defined in [9] . If V ⊆ F n q m and V ⊆ F n q m are linear and Galois closed, we say that a map φ : V −→ V is a rank equivalence if it is a vector space isomorphism and wt R (φ(c)) = wt R (c), for all c ∈ V . We say that two codes C and C are rank equivalent if there exists a rank equivalence between linear Galois closed spaces V and V that contain C and C , respectively, and mapping bijectively C to C .
By [9, Theorem 5] , rank equivalent codes not only perform exactly in the same way regarding rank error and erasure correction, but also information leakage on networks (see [9, Remark 5] ). In particular, they have the same GRWs.
Recall from [7, Lemma 1] for all c ∈ V . Equivalently, φ is a rank equivalence if, and only if, given a basis v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v t ∈ F n q of V , then φ(v i ) = βw i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , t, a nonzero β ∈ F q m and vectors
Observe that rank equivalent codes may have different lengths. In network coding (following the model in [3] , [4] ), the length n of a linear code C ⊆ F n q m represents the number of packets that the source needs to send (being m the packet size). In particular, we may define rank degenerate codes as those that are rank equivalent to a linear code of smaller length. See [8] , [9] for more details on rank degenerate codes.
III. REDUCIBLE CODES AND REDUCTIONS
Consider positive integers l, n 1 , n 2 , . . . , n l and linear codes
be a generator matrix of C i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and consider matrices
The length of the code C is n = n 1 + n 2 + · · · + n l and its dimension is
For a given reduction R as before, we define the main components as the linear codes C 1 , C 2 , . . . , C l , the row components as the linear codes C i ⊆ F n q m with generator matrix
for i = 1, 2, . . . , l, and the column components as the linear codes C j ⊆ F nj q m generated by the matrix
for j = 1, 2, . . . , l, which need not be full rank. It holds that
We have the following on the uniqueness of reductions of a given reducible code. Their proofs are based on the fact that changing a reduction or applying a rank equivalence is done by multiplying by a matrix on the left or the right, respectively, which in both cases will be upper triangular in blocks (in the second case due to the rank degenerateness assumptions). See [6] for details of the proofs. Proposition 1. Given another reduction R of C with the same row and column block sizes as R, it holds that the main components and column components of R and R are the same, respectively. Proposition 2. Assume that the main components of the reduction R of C are not rank degenerate. Let R be a reduction of a linear code C that is rank equivalent to C, with the same row and column block sizes as R, and such that the rank equivalence maps the generator matrix corresponding to R to that of R . Then the main components and row components of R and R are rank equivalent, respectively.
IV. BOUNDS AND MRD CODES
With notation as in the previous section, it is proven in [1,
In the next theorem we generalize this lower bound to higher weights, and give also upper bounds. Theorem 1. With notation as before, for every 1 ≤ r ≤ k, we have that
and
Proof. We first prove the bound (4). Take an r-dimensional linear subspace D ⊆ C, with basis b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b r . We can write these vectors uniquely in the following way
with c i,j ∈ C i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , l and j = 1, 2, . . . , r. Write c i,j for the subvector of c i,j obtained by projecting onto the coordinates corresponding to the code C i . Therefore, c i,j ∈ C i , for all i = 1, 2, . . . , l and all j = 1, 2, . . . , r. Observe also that c i,j = 0 if, and only if, c i,j = 0, since the matrices G i are full rank. Take the minimum i such that there exists a j with c i,j = 0. By performing linear combinations and reordering the "j" indices, we may assume that c i,1 , c i,2 , . . . , c i,ri are linearly independent and c i,j = 0, for some r i > 0 and all j > r i . In particular,
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By looking at the coordinates corresponding to C i , the previous paragraph implies that, if the vectors c
i,j , s ∈ S and j ∈ J, are linearly independent, and moreover {c
Finally, we obtain the result by an induction argument on
To prove the bound (5)
and the result follows.
Remark 1.
Observe that the bound (5) is valid with the same proof for a general linear code that can be decomposed as a direct sum of linear subcodes
Thus, the bound (4) gives the bound (3) for the minimum rank distance (the case r = 1), and the bound (5) gives the following upper bound:
We obtain the following immediate consequence of Theorem 1:
Remark 2. In the general setting of Theorem 1, the same result as in the previous corollary holds whenever C i and C i are rank equivalent, for each i = 1, 2, . . . , l.
We illustrate Theorem 1 with the following examples that include the only MRD linear codes known for n > m [1]: Example 1. With notation as in Theorem 1, assume that l = 2, 1 ≤ n 1 , n 2 ≤ m, 1 ≤ k 1 ≤ k 2 and take C 1 and C 2 as MRD codes (the matrix G 1,2 can be arbitrary). In particular,
We estimate d R,r (C) considering three cases: 1) Assume 1 ≤ r ≤ k 1 : The bounds (4) and (5) give
In this case, in both bounds in Theorem 1, it is necessary that r 2 > 0. Hence, these bounds coincide and give the value d R,r (C) = n 2 − k 2 + r. 3) Assume k 2 < r ≤ k: As in the previous case, now it is necessary that r 1 > 0 and r 2 > 0, and thus Theorem 1 gives the value d R,r (C) = n − k + r, which is optimal by the Singleton bound [4, Proposition 2]. Observe that if n 1 = n 2 = m and k 1 = k 2 , we obtain in this example the MRD codes in [1, Corollary 2] for l = 2, and we have computed all of its rank weight hierarchy.
Example 2. By an induction argument, we may compute similar bounds to those in the previous example for the case l > 2. In particular, when k = k 1 = k 2 = . . . = k l and n = n 1 = n 2 = . . . = n l (we have k = lk and n = ln ), we obtain the following lower bounds, which are equalities if
reaching the Singleton bound. In particular, C is not rank degenerate. Observe that all the MRD codes C in [1, Corollary 2] are obtained by choosing n = m.
On the other hand, the minimum rank distance always reaches the bound (6) for some particular reduction. This result is new to the best of our knowledge. Details on the proof can be found in [6] . 
1≤i≤l−1 ) of C such that the bound (6) is an equality.
V. CARTESIAN PRODUCT CONDITIONS
In this section we gather sufficient and necessary conditions for reducible codes to be rank equivalent to cartesian products.
We start by using Galois closures and GRWs to see whether a code that can be decomposed as a direct sum of smaller codes is rank equivalent to their cartesian product.
Proposition 4. Given a linear code
l and the following conditions are equivalent:
1) C is rank equivalent to a product
q m is rank equivalent to C i , and the equivalence map from C to the product is the product of the equivalence maps from
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Corollary 2. With notation as in Section III, if C i is rank equivalent to C i , for all i = 1, 2, . . . , l, then C is rank equivalent to
On the other hand, we may use the column components to see wether C = C 1 × C 2 × · · · × C l exactly.
Proposition 5. With notation as in Section III, the following conditions are equivalent:
3) For each 2 ≤ j ≤ l, the vector space generated by the rows in the matrices G i,j , 1 ≤ i ≤ j − 1, is contained in the main component C j .
VI. RANK DEGENERATE CONDITIONS, DUALITY AND
MRD RANK In this section we study sufficient and necessary conditions for reducible codes to be rank degenerate, their duality properties and MRD ranks.
Proposition 6. With notation as in Section III, it holds that:
1) If C is rank degenerate, then there exists an 1 ≤ i ≤ l such that C i is rank degenerate. 2) If there exists a 1 ≤ j ≤ l such that C j is rank degenerate, then C is rank degenerate.
degenerate if, and only if, there exists an 1 ≤ i ≤ l such that C i is rank degenerate.
With notation as in Section III, it is shown in [1] that the dual of the reducible code C has a generator matrix of the form
where H i is the generator matrix of C ⊥ i , for i = 1, 2, . . . , l. An upper bound on the GRW of C ⊥ using column components of C that follows from Corollary 1 is the following: Proposition 7. With notation as in Section III, it holds that
In particular, if k < n, it holds that 
of C attains the Singleton bound, then the s-th weight of C also attains it, for all s ≥ r. This motivates the following definition, which is [10, Definition 1].
Definition 3 ([10]
). For a linear code C ⊆ F n q m of dimension k, we define its MRD rank as the minimum positive integer r such that d R,r (C) = n − k + r, and denote it by r(C).
If d R,k (C) < n, then we define r(C) = k + 1.
We have the next results on MRD ranks:
Proposition 8. Let the notation be as in Section III. It holds that
(12) Moreover, denote by k i,j and r i,j the dimension and MRD rank of the linear code with parity check matrix H i,j , respectively, with notation as in the beginning of this section, for 2 ≤ i ≤ l and 1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1. Then
(13) Corollary 4. With notation as in the previous proposition, if
and all the bounds in the previous proposition are equalities.
VII. UNIQUE OPTIMAL CASES
In this section we study a particular case of cartesian products of codes with optimal GRWs for fixed packet and code size and see that, in this sense, they are the only optimal codes up to rank equivalence. We start by the following:
In particular, for a given 1 ≤ r ≤ k, we have the bound
which follows from the previous lemma and
On the other hand, consider a basis α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ∈ F q m over F q . The one-dimensional linear code in F m q m generated by the vector (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ) is a Gabidulin code [2] with minimum rank distance m (it is MRD).
We see in the next proposition that GRWs of a cartesian product of these codes attain the bound (14). equal to the one-dimensional Gabidulin code generated by the vector (α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ) , as before.
Then dim(C) = k and d R,r (C) = rm, for 1 ≤ r ≤ k.
Remark 3. In network coding, following the model in [3] , [4] , given a linear code C ⊆ F n q m of dimension k, the parameter m represents the packet length, k represents the number linearly independent packets that we may send using C, or its size, and n represents the number of packets the source needs to send.
Hence, if m and k are fixed and n is not restricted, then the code in the previous proposition behaves optimally regarding information leakage in the network.
Moreover, this is the unique linear code with these optimal parameters, as we will prove now. We denote by Tr : F q m −→ F q the trace map of the extension F q ⊆ F q m .
Lemma 3. For a basis α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ∈ F q m of F q m over
Proof. Well-known. See for instance [2] .
Lemma 4. For a basis α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m ∈ F q m of F q m over F q and the matrix A = (α
where e 1 ∈ F m q m is the first vector in the canonical basis. Then β 1 , β 2 , . . . , β m ∈ F q m is also a basis of F q m over F q .
Moreover, if B = (β
Theorem 2. Let C ⊆ F n q m be a linear code of dimension k such that d R,r (C) = rm, for every r = 1, 2, . . . , k, which in particular implies that n ≥ km.
Then, for every basis α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α m of F q m over F q , the code C is rank equivalent to the cartesian product C 1 × C 2 × · · · × C k , where all C i are as in Proposition 9. Moreover, the rank equivalence can be explicitly constructed in polynomial time from any basis of C.
Proof. Choose any basis b 1 , b 2 , . . . , b k of C. Since dim(C * ) = km and C * is generated by the elements b Remark 4. The last part of the previous Theorem implies that we have obtained an explicit polynomial-time decoding algorithm for such optimal codes using any of their bases, since cartesian products of Gabidulin codes have such [1] .
VIII. CONCLUSION Non-trivial bounds and exact values of GRWs of reducible codes are given, including all MRD linear codes in [1] when n > m, which are the only known MRD linear codes for such parameters. Cartesian-product and rank-degenerateness conditions are obtained. MRD ranks of reducible codes are estimated. Finally, all linear codes with optimal GRWs for fixed packet and code size, up to rank equivalence, are obtained together with efficient decoding algorithms using any of their bases.
